Barred galaxies in the EAGLE cosmological hydrodynamical simulation
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ABSTRACT
We examine the properties of barred disc galaxies in a ΛCDM cosmological hydrodynamical simulation from the EAGLE project. Our study follows the formation of 269 discs identified at $z = 0$ in the stellar mass range $10^{10.6} < \log M_*/M_\odot < 11$. These discs show a wide range of bar strengths, from unbarred discs ($\approx 60\%$) to weak bars ($\approx 20\%$) to strongly barred systems ($\approx 20\%$). Bars in these systems develop after redshift $\approx 1.3$, on timescales that depend sensitively on the strength of the pattern. Strong bars develop relatively quickly (in a few Gyr, or roughly $\sim 10$ disc rotation periods) in systems that are disc dominated, gas poor, and have declining rotation curves. Weak bars develop more slowly in systems where the disc is less gravitationally important, and are still growing at $z = 0$. Unbarred galaxies are comparatively gas-rich discs whose rotation speeds do not exceed the maximum circular velocity of the halos they inhabit. Bar lengths compare favourably with observations, ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 times the radius containing 90% of the stars. Bars slow down remarkably quickly as they grow, causing the inner regions of the surrounding dark halo to expand. At $z = 0$ strong bars in simulated galaxies have corotation radii roughly ten times the bar length. Such slow bars are inconsistent with the few cases where pattern speeds have been measured or inferred observationally, a discrepancy that, if confirmed, might prove a challenge for disc galaxy formation in ΛCDM.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The stellar discs of spiral galaxies are dynamically fragile structures prone to morphological and dynamical transformation. These might be triggered by external processes, such as accretion events, mergers, or the tidal effects of satellites and neighbouring galaxies. They may also result from internal processes, which tend to be more subtle and to operate over longer timescales, but are nonetheless less effective at inducing notable changes in the morphology and structure of the disc. Internal processes invariably redistribute the disc’s angular momentum, driving mass inwards while pushing angular momentum outwards.

Angular momentum redistribution requires non-axisymmetric features (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972; Tremaine & Weinberg 1984), of which bars—i.e., extended and radially-coherent $m = 2$ perturbations to the disc’s azimuthal structure—are a particularly clear example. Bars come in many different sizes and shapes; from short inner bars that affect a small fraction of stars to long bars...
that extend out to the confines of the disc; and from fat oval structures that correspond to a single dominant $m = 2$ mode to thin rectangular bars with sizable contributions from higher order even Fourier modes. Taking them all together, bars are an extremely common phenomenon in disc galaxies, and are present in a large fraction of discs (e.g., Eskridge et al. 2000; Whyte et al. 2002; Marinova & Jogee 2007; Menéndez-Delmestre et al. 2007; Sheth et al. 2008; Gadotti 2011).

The origin of bars has long been an issue of debate. N-body discs quickly turned into bars in early simulations (Miller & Prendergast 1968; Hockney & Hohl 1969), a result that suggested a “global instability” that would affect essentially all stellar discs unless stabilized by a suitable mechanism (see Sellwood & Wilkinson 1993, for a review of early work). One such mechanism was proposed by Ostriker & Peebles (1973), who argued, in an influential paper, that cold stellar discs required the presence of a massive non-rotating dark halo in order not to go bar unstable. In this scenario, bars develop quickly in systems where the disc is dominant (perhaps triggered by accretion events or tides), whereas unbarred discs are those whose dynamics is largely dominated by the dark halo (Efstathiou et al. 1982). This idea is still widely in use and criteria for instantaneous “bar instability” are a key ingredient of semi-analytic models of galaxy formation that attempt to match the morphological mix of the observed galaxy population (see, e.g., Lacey et al. 2015, and references therein).

More recent work, however, has led to a more nuanced view, and it is now recognized that bars, weak and strong, may develop gradually in most stellar discs that are relatively massive and kinematically cold, even when the halo is important. Indeed, in some cases massive halos have even been found to promote bar formation: one clear example is that provided by Athanassoula (2002), who shows that bars may develop faster in disc-dominated systems, but they eventually become stronger in halo-dominated ones. Halos apparently do not prevent bars, but, rather, just delay their formation (see Athanassoula 2013, for a recent review).

Once formed, bars are a conduit for the transfer of angular momentum from the disc to other parts of the system. The more angular momentum a bar is able to lose, the longer and thinner (“stronger”) it can become. To grow, then, bars need material to absorb the angular momentum lost by stars that join the bar, be it other stars in the outer disc or particles in the halo that might get trapped in resonances with the bar. A massive halo can therefore aid this process by providing a sink for the angular momentum lost by stars that make up the growing bar (Athanassoula 2003).

Bars can therefore develop gradually over many orbital periods, on a timescale that depends mainly on the relative importance of disc vs halo, but likely influenced as well by the velocity dispersion of the disc (hotter discs are less prone to global distortions) and by the potential well depth of the halo (faster moving halo particles are harder to trap into resonances with the bar). The two scenarios—instantaneous bar instability vs gradual bar growth—should in principle yield different predictions for the abundance, size, and pattern speeds of bars, as well as for their evolution with redshift, but detailed predictions in a proper cosmological setting have yet to be worked out.

One corollary of gradual bar formation is that bars that grow longer/stronger should slow down (Hernquist & Weinberg 1992; Debattista & Sellwood 2000). This is because bars cannot extend beyond corotation, the radius where the angular speed of a circular orbit equals that of the bar pattern (Contopoulos 1980). Angular speeds decrease outwards, so the longer the bar grows the slower its pattern speed must become. The bar cannot grow longer than the disc, of course, but it can continue to slow down, implying that the ratio between corotation radius ($r_{\text{cor}}$) and bar length ($b_{\text{bar}}$) can provide interesting constraints on the relative importance of the disc and halo, as well as on the time elapsed since the onset of the bar (Debattista & Sellwood 2000). Although the measurements are challenging and often indirect, most observational estimates point to “fast bars” where $r_{\text{cor}} < 1.4 b_{\text{bar}}$ (see, e.g., Elmegreen et al. 1996; Debattista & Sellwood 2000).

---

**Figure 1.** Disc galaxy sample from EAGLE used in this paper. Left: Galaxy stellar mass, $M_*$, as a function virial mass $M_{200}$. Solid line indicates the prediction of the abundance-matching model of Guo et al. (2010), for reference. Middle: Stellar flattening parameter $c/a$, measured as the ratio of the eigenvalues of the principal axes of the inertia tensor of the stars. Right: Minor axis stellar velocity dispersion, expressed in units of the total. Vertical dashed lines indicate the conditions required to be selected as “discs” in our analysis. Discs are shown as coloured circles, spheroidal systems as open triangles, and visually identified ongoing mergers or disturbed systems as crosses. The colour scheme denotes the strength of the bar pattern (see Fig. 3).
interestingly, bar slowdown might also have discernible effects on the dark matter density profile, since it is the halo that absorbs much of the disc angular momentum, especially in the case of strong bars. a number of studies have indeed suggested that the central density cusps expected in cold dark matter halos (Navarro et al. 1996, 1997) might be softened and perhaps erased by a bar (Weinberg & Katz 2002; Holley-Bockelmann et al. 2005). This result has important consequences for models of gamma ray emission by dark matter annihilation in the direction of the Galactic centre (Schaller et al. 2016): the Milky Way is, after all, a barred galaxy (e.g., Blitz & Spergel 1991).

The discussion above suggests that the abundance of barred galaxies, together with the distribution of bar strengths, lengths, and pattern speeds, may provide interesting constraints on the mass, size, and kinematics of disc galaxies, on the time of their assembly, and on the mass and density profiles of the dark matter halos they inhabit. This is important, because, once a cosmological model has been adopted, the very same properties that govern bar growth are independently specified by other constraints, and cannot be tuned arbitrarily. Success in reproducing the properties of the barred galaxy population in a particular cosmology is thus far from assured.

In \(\Lambda\)CDM models—the current paradigm of structure formation—the relation between galaxy mass and halo mass may be derived using “abundance matching” arguments (Frenk et al. 1988; Vale & Ostriker 2006; Guo et al. 2010; Moster et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2013). Further, galaxy sizes are also constrained by scaling laws such as the Tully-Fisher relation (see, e.g., Ferrero et al. 2016). Do galaxies that match those constraints also result in a barred galaxy population whose statistics, bar lengths, and pattern speeds are compatible with observation?

We address this question here by examining the properties of disc galaxies in the EAGLE cosmological hydrodynamical simulation of a \(\Lambda\)CDM universe (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015). This paper is organized as follow. in Sec. 2 we briefly describe the numerical simulations and the galaxy sample selection. Sec. 3 presents the results of our analysis, including the frequency of bars (Sec. 3.2); bar lengths (Sec. 3.3); bar growth (Sec. 3.5); bar slowdown (Sec. 3.6); and its effects on the halo mass profile (Sec. 3.7). We summarize our main conclusions in Sec. 4.

2 Numerical Simulation and Sample Selection

2.1 The EAGLE simulation

We use galaxies identified in one of the cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of the EAGLE (Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environments) Project. This run, labelled “Ref-L100N1504” in Schaye et al. (2015), follows the evolution of 2 \(\times 1504^3\) particles (baryons + dark matter) in a large cosmological box 100 comoving Mpc on a side, adopting a flat \(\Lambda\)CDM cosmology consistent with the cosmological parameters from the Plank Collaboration (2014): \(H_0 = 67.77\ \text{km} \text{s}^{-1}\ \text{Mpc}^{-1}\), \(\Omega_m = 0.28\), \(n_s = 0.9611\), \(\Omega_{\Lambda} = 0.307\), \(\Omega_{\text{b}} = 0.049\), and \(\Omega_{\text{c}}=0.04825\).

Initial conditions were generated using second order Lagrangian perturbation theory (Jenkins 2010) for gas and dark matter particles with masses equal to 1.81 \(\times 10^6\ M_\odot\), and 9.70 \(\times 10^6\ M_\odot\), respectively. The Plummer-equivalent gravitational softening was set at 2.66 kpc in comoving units until redshift \(z = 2.8\) and at 2.66/(1 + 2.8) \(= 0.7\) kpc in physical units thereafter. Full particle properties were recorded at 29 snapshots between redshift 20 and 0. In addition, a reduced set of particles properties are recorded at 405 outputs between redshift 20 and 0. for a detailed description of the simulations we refer the reader to Schaye et al. (2015).

The simulation was performed using a modified version of the gadget3 code, a descendent of gadget2 (Springel 2005), with a version of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) technique modified to a pressure-entropy formulation of the equations of motion (Hopkins 2013; Schaller et al. 2015b). The simulation includes a prescription for radiative cooling and heating implemented following Wiersma et al. (2009a).

Star formation is treated stochastically following the pressure-dependent Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008), with a metal-dependent density threshold (Schaye 2004). The stellar initial mass function is assumed to be that of Chabrier (2003) and the stellar mass loss is modelled as in Wiersma et al. (2009b). Feedback from star formation is implemented thermally and stochastically following Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012). Black holes growth is modelled using a modified version of the Bondi-Hoyle accretion and can input energy to their surrounding gas through AGN feedback (Rosas-Guevara et al. 2016).

The subgrid parameters of EAGLE have been calibrated to match the galaxy stellar mass function and the average size of galaxies as a function of mass at \(z \sim 0\). Earlier papers have demonstrated that EAGLE broadly reproduces a number of well known properties of the galaxy population, including their colours, metallicities, alpha-enhancement, star formation rates, gas content, and scaling laws (Furlong et al. 2015; Lagos et al. 2015; Rahmati et al. 2015; Schaller et al. 2015a; Schaye et al. 2015; Trayford et al. 2015, 2016; Bahé et al. 2016; Camps et al. 2016; Sekers et al. 2016).

2.2 Galaxy sample

Dark matter halos are identified at every snapshot using a friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm with linking length equal to 0.2 times the mean interparticle separation (Davis et al. 1985). Baryonic particles are then assigned to the same FoF halo as their closest dark matter neighbour. Gravitationally bound subhaloes are then identified in each FoF halo using the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009). We shall only consider the most massive (“central”) subhalo of each FoF grouping and neglect “satellite” galaxies in the analysis that follows.

Our sample selects systems in a narrow range of stellar mass, \(10.6 < \log(M_*/M_\odot) < 11\), measured within a sphere of 30 kpc radius centred at the potential minimum of the halo. We shall refer to the radius containing half of all stars as \(r_{50}\) and that containing 90% of all stars as \(r_{90}\).

We focus our analysis on individual galaxies resolved with at least 20,000 star particles and more than 100,000 dark matter particles, so as to be able to discern their morphological traits (discs, spheroids, bars) and measure their internal structure. This resolution is at the limit of what is currently achievable in simulations that aim to resolve the galaxy population in a cosmologically significant volume. Although it is by no means ideal to follow in detail the intricate internal dynamics governing the evolution of barred galaxies (many authors argue that many millions of particles per galaxy are required, see, e.g., Weinberg & Katz 2007a), we believe that this is still an instructive exercise, espe-
Figure 2. Projected stellar density maps for three examples of an unbarred galaxy (top row), a weak bar (middle row) and a strongly barred disc (bottom row). The leftmost column shows face-on views of the three galaxies. Dotted, dashed, and solid circles on the images indicate the galaxy radius, $r_{90}$, the bar length, $l_{\text{bar}}$, and the stellar half-mass radius, $r_{50}$. The middle and right panels show face-on and edge-on views, respectively, created with the radiative transfer code SKIRT (Baes et al. 2011). These images show the stellar light based on monochromatic SDSS $u$, $g$ and $r$ band filters and accounting for dust extinction. The rightmost column shows the radial profile of the bar strength parameter, $A_2(R)$, and indicates a few characteristic radii.

EAGLE central galaxies in this mass range follow roughly the abundance-matching relation expected between $M_\ast$ and $M_{200}$ from the model of Guo et al. (2010). We identify discs as flattened systems kinematically cold in the vertical direction that satisfy simultaneously the following two conditions: $c/a < 0.63$ and $\sigma_z < 0.5 \sigma_{\text{tot}}$, where $\sigma_z^2 = \sum (v_z - <v_z>)^2/N$ is the vertical velocity dispersion, $N$ is the number of stellar particles and $\sigma_{\text{tot}}$ is the total 3D velocity dispersion defined by $\sigma_{\text{tot}}^2 = \sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + \sigma_z^2$.

Discs are shown as coloured filled circles in Fig. 1; other galaxies are shown as either open triangles ("spheroidals") or crosses for ongoing mergers identified through individual visual inspection. Our final sample contains 269 discs, 193 spheroidals, and 33 ongoing mergers. We shall only consider discs in the analysis that follows. We divide the sample of discs into three categories: different hues of red for strong bars, of green for weak bars, and of blue for unbarred systems (Sec. 3.1). Note that strong bars tend to be located in thicker discs with higher vertical velocity dispersion (right-hand panel of Fig. 1). This result is somewhat obscured in the distribution of axis ratios $c/a$ (middle panel) because, at fixed

---

2 Throughout this paper, virial quantities are computed within radius where the enclosed density is 200 times the critical density of the Universe and are denoted by a “200” subscript.
Barred galaxies in EAGLE

3 RESULTS

3.1 Bars in simulated discs

We identify bars in our simulated discs by measuring the amplitude of the \( m = 0 \) and \( m = 2 \) Fourier modes of the azimuthal distribution of disc particles in the plane perpendicular to the angular momentum vector of stars in the galaxy. In practice, we measure

\[
a_m(R) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_d} M_i \cos(m \phi_i),
\]

and

\[
b_m(R) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_d} M_i \sin(m \phi_i),
\]
where $N_b$ is the number of stellar particles in a given cylindrical annulus of mean radius $R$, $M_i$ is the mass of the $i$-th particle, and $\phi_i$ is its azimuthal angle (Athanassoula 2012).

We use the ratio

$$A_2(R) = \frac{\sqrt{a_1^2 + b_1^2}}{a_0}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The length of a bar is an important parameter characterizing the evolutionary stage of the bar phenomenon. Bars are expected to grow longer with time so, if bars were triggered too early and/or their growth timescales were too short, then bar lengths, when expressed in units of the disc characteristic radii, would be too long. Such concerns have been raised by Erwin (2005), for example, who argue that there is a shortage of “short bars” in simulations.

The right-hand column of Fig. 2 shows the radial profile of $A_2$ for the three examples, and indicates a few characteristic radii: $r_{20}$, $r_{90}$, and the bar length, $l_{bar}$, which we define as the radius where the $A_2$ profile first dips below 0.15 after reaching its peak. Various circles indicate these radii on the galaxy images; note that this definition of $l_{bar}$ (dashed circles) coincides well with the radial extent of the bar, as measured from the face-on map of the stellar distribution.

Finally, we shall use $\phi_{bar} = 0.5 \tan^{-1}(b_2/a_2)$, measured at the radius where $A_2(R)$ peaks, to define the bar position angle. The time variation of this angle is used to estimate the bar pattern speed in the analysis that follows.

### 3.2 Bar frequency

Although qualitatively there is broad consensus that bars are relatively common, quantitatively there is less agreement on the fraction of discs that are barred. This is a result of several factors, including the facts that (i) there is no standard definition of what constitutes a bar; that (ii) bar prominence depends on wavelength (stronger in the infrared; e.g., Eskridge et al. 2000), morphological type (longer in early-type spirals; e.g., Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1985), galaxy mass (decreasing with increasing mass; e.g., Nair & Abraham 2010), and redshift (less frequent at early times; e.g., Sheth et al. 2008); and that (iii) various studies differ on how to define the parent population of discs (would a galaxy be classified as barred or as a spheroid if it had no obvious disc component?).

Although these shortcomings hinder a definitive comparison of our results with observations, we contrast our findings with a few recent observational estimates in Fig. 3. This figure shows the cumulative distribution of our bar strength parameter $A^{max}_m$ and compares it with the bar fraction estimates of several studies that report bar fractions (with their respective error bar) as a function of galaxy mass.

More specifically, Barazza et al. (2008) report a fraction of $\approx 38\%$ for galaxies in the mass range considered in our analysis. On the other hand, Sheth et al. (2008) find, at low redshift and in the same mass range, a much higher bar fraction of $\approx 62\%$. Nair & Abraham (2010) report a much lower bar fraction of about 30% in a comparable mass range. Finally, Cervantes-Sodi et al. (2013) and Díaz-Garcia et al. (2016) report similar bar fractions of 46% and 45%, respectively, in the corresponding mass range. Given these disparate estimates, our finding that about 40% of EAGLE discs have bars (weak or strong) seems reasonably consistent with observational results.

### 3.3 Bar lengths

As discussed in Sec. 1, the length of a bar is an important parameter characterizing the evolutionary stage of the bar phenomenon. Bars are expected to grow longer with time so, if bars were triggered too early and/or their growth timescales were too short, then bar lengths, when expressed in units of the disc characteristic radii, would be too long. Such concerns have been raised by Erwin (2005), for example, who argue that there is a shortage of “short bars” in simulations.

We examine the bar length $l_{bar}$ in Fig. 4, as a function of the 90%-mass radius (filled circles) of all barred (weak and strong) galaxies of our sample. We also show, with crosses, observational results for the SDSS barred galaxy sample of Gadotti (2011) in the same mass range we used. Bar lengths span the whole available range: the shortest bars have $l_{bar} \sim 0.15 r_{20}$; the longest reach $l_{bar} = r_{20}$ and even exceed it in a few cases.

At comparable stellar mass, EAGLE bars show similar sizes but are hosted in larger discs. We conclude that bar lengths in EAGLE galaxies are well within the range allowed by observations, and that there is no shortage of short bars in our simulations, at least as measured by $l_{bar}/r_{20}$.
3.4 Barred galaxy properties at $z = 0$

We now explore the relation (at $z = 0$) between bar strength and the properties of the discs in which they form. Fig. 5 shows that bars are stronger in discs that are more centrally concentrated (i.e., smaller half-mass radii), that bars are relatively gas poor, and that they have formed fewer stars in the past Gyr than other discs.

Indeed, unbarred galaxies in our sample are typically forming stars at rates roughly about 40% of their past average. However, star formation rates decrease strongly with increasing bar strength, to roughly 1% of the past average for the strongest bars. A related result is that bars differ strongly from unbarred ones in their star formation history. Indeed, on average, 50% (90%) of all stars in our strong bars have formed by cosmic time $t = 3.76 (6.15)$ Gyr, compared with $t = 5.45 (11.06)$ Gyr for unbarred systems.

It is intriguing that, at least for strong bars, the formation of the bar coincides with a precipitous decline in the star formation activity of the galaxy. This might be due to the fact that the bar may channel gas to the center of the galaxy, where it would be quickly consumed, or, alternatively, to the fact that bars are more compact, denser systems where gas consumption timescales are shorter. We do note that observed bars in general are not forming stars profusely (Barazza et al. 2008; Aguerri et al. 2009), with additional dependence on galaxy color and mass (Masters et al. 2011; Cervantes-Sodi et al. 2013; Vera et al. 2016). Unfortunately, the limited numerical resolution of our simulations prevents us from providing a more conclusive answer to this question.

As shown by Fig. 5, strongly-barred discs are roughly three times smaller than unbarred systems of similar stellar mass. This is an important clue that bar formation proceeds more rapidly in systems where the stellar component is more gravitationally dominant. We turn our attention to the timescale of bar growth next.

3.5 Bar growth

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the bar strength parameter, averaged for galaxies binned as a function of their value of $A_{250}^{max}$ at $z = 0$, for the sake of clarity. This shows that bars have developed in these systems only in the past 8 Gyr; indeed, at $z \sim 1.3$ ($t \sim 5$ Gyr) very few, if any, of the present day EAGLE discs in our sample had a measurable bar. Note that this statement only applies to the current sample, and should not be understood as implying that the bar fraction in EAGLE necessarily declines with redshift. We intend to address that topic in future work, but restrict ourselves here to the evolution of $z = 0$ EAGLE discs within a narrow range of stellar mass, as described in Sec. 2.2.

Fig. 6 illustrates a number of interesting points: (i) bars, especially strong ones, are in general not a recurrent phenomenon; (ii) strong bars develop quickly and saturate, whereas weak bars are still growing at $z = 0$; (iii) few unbarred galaxies have had bars in the past; and, finally, (iv) the timescale for bar growth is clearly a strong function of final bar strength. (We have explicitly checked that none of these conclusions are a result of the averaging procedure.) We illustrate this by the dotted line in Fig. 6, which indicates the timescale $t_{bar}$ (defined as the time needed for a bar to grow from $A_{2}^{max} = 0.2$ to 0.4) as a function of final bar strength.

Note that even strong bars grow over several Gyr, or tens of half-mass disc rotation periods.3 Weak bars take much longer to develop. We conclude that bars in EAGLE discs are best described as developing gradually over many rotation periods rather than as the result of a "global instability" that proceeds nearly instantaneously when triggered.

What sets the bar growth timescale? Or, more generally, what parameter best predicts the development of a bar? A clue may be gleaned from Fig. 5, where we showed that barred discs are on average more centrally concentrated that unbarred ones: this is in agreement with the findings of earlier work which suggested that gravitationally-dominant discs are the ones where bars will grow faster (see Sec. 1). A simple quantitative estimate is given by the ratio between the circular velocity at the half-mass radius, $V_{50} = V_{c}(r_{50})$, and the disc contribution, $V_{disc} = (GM_{*}/r_{50})^{1/2}$.

$$f_{disc} = \frac{V_{50}}{V_{disc}}$$

(4)

This type of formulation was first proposed by Efstatiiou et al. (1982) and is the one usually adopted in semi-analytic models such as GALFORM (see, e.g., Cole et al. 2000; Bower et al. 2006; Lacey et al. 2015). These models typically assume that bars develop in discs with $f_{disc} < 1.1$, and that others remain unbarred.

The $f_{disc}$ parameter measures the local importance of the disc but there is evidence to suggest that, on its own, it is insufficient to predict which galaxies will become barred. As discussed by Athanassoula & Misiriotis (2002) and Athanassoula (2003), simulations show not only that some "$f_{disc}$-stable" discs may become barred, but also that presumably unstable, low-$f_{disc}$ systems may be stabilized when placed within massive halos of high velocity dispersion. In other words, what matters is not just the local gravitational importance of the disc, but also its global importance to the whole system, including its halo.

A crude measure of the latter is provided by the ratio between

---

3 The average disc rotation period of discs in our sample at $t = 5$ kpc is 0.14 Gyr.
predict on the basis of $f_{\text{acc}}$ and $f_{\text{dec}}$ alone, and are seen to span nearly the full range of allowed values in Fig. 7.

We conclude that, in order to develop strong bars, discs must be locally and globally dominant; in other words, they must contribute a large fraction of the inner mass budget to systems where the disc circular speed exceeds that of its halo. On the other hand, galaxies that remain unbarred are predominantly those where the disc is less important, not only within their half-mass radii but also in relation to their surrounding halos.

3.6 Bar slowdown

As discussed in Sec. 1, we expect bars that grow gradually to slow down as they become stronger. This is indeed the case in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 8. This figure shows the decline in the bar pattern speed, $\Omega_{\text{bar}}$, since $z = 0.5$ as a function of bar length. We only show this for the “strong” bars in our sample because of difficulties estimating the pattern speed of weak bars accurately.

Fig. 8 shows that $\Omega_{\text{bar}}$ has decreased on average by a factor of 3 over the past 5 Gyrs. In the same time interval bar lengths have increased by a factor of 1.7 on average. Indeed, the slowdown seems to roughly satisfy the $h_{\text{bar}} \times \Omega_{\text{bar}}$ constant relation (grey dotted curve) expected for bar lengths that increase in proportion to the corotation radius in a galaxy with a flat circular velocity profile.

At late times, the slowdown proceeds in most galaxies without the corresponding increase in bar length, so that bar lengths become smaller than their corotation radii at $z = 0$. We examine this in more detail in Fig. 9, where we show $r_{\text{corr}}$ vs $h_{\text{bar}}$ for all strongly barred galaxies (as identified at $z = 0$) at three different redshifts ($z = 0.5, z = 0.27$, and $z = 0$) and compare them with the compilation of Corsini (2011) and Aguerri et al. (2015), which only include galaxies in the local universe.

Bars below the dotted line that delineates $r_{\text{corr}} = 1.4 h_{\text{bar}}$ are usually referred to as “fast bars”, a characterization that describes well the few galaxies for which pattern speeds have been reliably measured observationally. Note that EAGLE strong bars, although relatively fast at early times according to this characterization, have clearly become slow5 by $z = 0$.

Bar slowdown was first studied by Weinberg (1985) using analytic arguments and later examined in N-body numerical simulations by Little & Carlberg (1991) and Hernquist & Weinberg (1992). The understanding of this issue is important as it could help constrain the inner dark matter content of halos (e.g. Debattista & Sellwood 1998; O’Neill & Dubinski 2003).

Indeed, Debattista & Sellwood (2000) argued that “fast bars” present a severe challenge to ΛCDM models. In their argument, dynamical friction in halos as centrally concentrated as those expected in ΛCDM would quickly slow down a bar and push its corotation radius well beyond the edge of the bar, just as seen at $z = 0$ in Fig. 9.

The Debattista & Sellwood (2000) observation ignited a spirited debate about the true slowdown rate of bars in N-body simulations that is, as far as we can tell, still unresolved (see, e.g., Sellwood 2006; Weinberg & Katz 2007a,b; Sellwood 2008, and references therein). The disagreement centres on the role of dynamical friction, which is intimately linked to the width of resonances

4 In practice, we choose $h_{\text{bar}}$ as the time when $A_5^2$ first exceeds 0.2. We set $h_{\text{bar}} = 8.6$ Gyr $(z = 0.5)$ for unbarred systems.

5 The few weak bars we were able to measure reliable pattern speeds for at $z = 0$ are slightly faster, but still not as fast as observed. We do not include them in Fig. 9 because we were unable to measure pattern speeds for all of them.
in phase space and on the minimum numerical resolution required to properly resolve them. If the pattern speed evolves quickly, the resonance “broadens” and a large fraction of particles in the halo may contribute to the slowdown, a result that has led some authors to argue that the slowdown is not critically dependent on numerical resolution (e.g., Sellwood 2006, 2008). On the other hand, Weinberg & Katz (2007a) argue that several millions of particles would be needed to capture the resonant coupling that slows down the bar, and warn that slowdown timescales may be severely underestimated in simulations with limited numbers of particles.

The numerical resolution of our simulations is admittedly poor by comparison, so it is unclear whether our results may help to resolve this disagreement. We therefore just note that strong bars slow down very rapidly in our simulations, creating a population of “slow bars” that, apparently, have no obvious observational counterparts. If confirmed by simulations with improved numerical resolution, this may very well present a challenge to models of barred galaxy formation in a $\Lambda$CDM universe. Resolving this issue, however, may require much higher resolution simulations than achievable today for cosmologically significant volumes.

3.7 Halo evolution

The dramatic bar slowdown discussed in the previous section suggests that the bar interacts strongly with the dark matter halo. This interaction leads to substantial exchange of energy and angular momentum, leading to substantial expansion of the inner regions of the halo. We show this in Fig. 10, where we plot, for various values of the bar strength, the evolution of the enclosed dark matter mass within two different radii, $r = 2.5$ and 5 kpc. It is clear from this figure that the slowdown of the bar induces significant expansion of the inner dark matter mass profile.

Interestingly, even weak bars are able to lower the central density of dark matter significantly, implying that non-axisymmetric features in disc galaxies might be an important driver of the transformation of the inner mass profiles of their dark matter halos. By contrast, the inner regions of halos of disc galaxies that do not develop a bar evolve little over the past $\sim 5$ Gyr or so.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows that, despite the bar-induced expansion of the inner halo, barred galaxies at $z = 0$ still have more dark matter in their inner regions than their unbarred counterparts of similar stellar and virial mass. This is mainly because barred galaxies occur predominantly in dense, dominant discs that have substantially contracted the dark matter profile before the bar forms.

Indeed, galaxies that will become strong bars have, at $z \sim 0.5$, roughly twice as much dark matter within 2.5 kpc from the centre as galaxies that remain unbarred. Although the difference narrows as the bar slows down, it still remains at $z = 0$. This implies that the bar-induced halo expansion might not actually create a constant density “core” in a cuspy dark halo; the inner cusps of halos of would-be bars are so steep because of contraction that even after expanding they may remain cuspy. Although qualitatively our argument seems robust we are unable to examine it quantitatively because of limited numerical resolution: the average Power et al. (2003) convergence radius of our systems, for example, is of order $\sim 5$ kpc. Clarifying whether bars carve “cores” out of cusps or not will need to await simulations with much higher numerical resolution.
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used a ΛCDM cosmological hydrodynamical simulation from the EAGLE project to study the formation of barred galaxies. The simulation evolves a box 100 Mpc on a side with 2 × 15043 particles, half of which are baryonic and half dark matter. Our study focusses on a narrow range of stellar mass, 10.6 < log_M_*/M_⊙ < 11, which are resolved with at least 22,000 star particles. Of the 495 galaxies in that mass range identified at z = 0 we select a sample of 269 “discs”, defined as flattened systems with minor-to-major axis ratio c/a < 0.63 and relatively low vertical velocity dispersion σ_z/σ_α < 0.5.

We identify barred galaxies by measuring the amplitude of the normalized m = 2 Fourier mode of the azimuthal surface density profile as a function of cylindrical radius, and choose as a measure of bar strength the peak amplitude, A_m^m. We consider “barred” all discs with A_m^m > 0.2. We follow the evolution of all these galaxies in order to estimate bar growth timescales, to identify which parameters predict the development of bars best, and to measure the evolution of bar strength, length, and pattern speed.

Our main conclusions may be summarized as follows.

- About 40% of EAGLE discs in our sample are barred, 20% of them strong bars (A_m^m > 0.4) and another 20% weak bars (0.2 < A_m^m < 0.4). This bar frequency seems in reasonable agreement with observational estimates from Barazza et al. (2008); Cervantes-Sodi et al. (2013); Díaz-García et al. (2016).
- Bars in our simulated galaxies span a wide range in terms of length, and are in reasonable agreement with observed discs of comparable stellar mass.
- At z = 0, bar strength correlates strongly with stellar half-mass radius (stronger bars form in smaller discs), hinting that, as expected from earlier work, bars develop preferentially in systems where the disc is gravitationally important. We also find that stronger bars develop in systems that are less gas-rich, and that have formed the bulk of their stars earlier than unbarred discs.
- Strong bars in our sample develop relatively quickly before saturating over a few Gyrs. Weak bars are still growing in strength at z = 0, and take much longer to develop, with characteristic timescales approaching or even exceeding a Hubble time. Even our strongest, fastest growing bars take roughly 4-5 Gyr (a few dozen disc rotations) to form fully.
- The gravitational importance of the disc at its half-mass radius may be used to predict which galaxies will develop bars, but its predictive power may be enhanced by considering the overall importance of the disc in the system as a whole. Strong bars form in discs where baryons dominate and whose rotation speeds exceed the maximum circular velocity of the halo. Unbarred galaxies are discs where baryons are less important and whose rotation curves tend to rise in the outskirts.
- Strong bars slow down quickly as they grow and, at z = 0 are in the “slow bar” regime, r_cored/log_b > 1.4. This is in contrast with the few bars whose pattern speeds have been inferred observationally, all of which are “fast”. This discrepancy may either imply that bar slowdown rates are artificially high in simulations at EAGLE resolution (e.g., Weinberg & Katz 2007a), or, as argued in earlier work, that producing long-lasting “fast bars” is a real challenge for ΛCDM (e.g., Debattista & Sellwood 2000).
- The bar slowdown induces an expansion of the inner regions of the dark matter halo, as they capture the angular momentum of the forming bar. However, bars form in massive dense discs with heavily contracted halos, so despite the bar-induced expansion barred galaxy halos are still more centrally concentrated than unbarred galaxies of similar stellar mass. Our numerical resolution is not enough to let us ascertain whether this expansion may lead to the formation of constant density “cores” in barred galaxy halos.

Our overall conclusion is that current ΛCDM cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of cosmologically significant volumes such as EAGLE yield a population of simulated discs with bar fractions, lengths, and evolution that are in broad agreement with observational constraints. They also confirm earlier suggestions that “slow bars” might pose a severe challenge to this scenario. Although bars form in the manner and frequency expected, they slow down too fast through interaction with the dark halo. Unless the Universe has a population of slow bars that has yet to be recognized, or the bar slowdown we measure is artificially enhanced by limited numerical resolution, accounting for the presence of “fast bars” in strongly-barred discs is a clear goal for the next generation of ΛCDM simulations of galaxy formation.
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